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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the three layers of general web application logic?
A. the persistence layer is correct
B. business logic layer
C. data access layer
D. Access layer
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You administer an Azure environment that includes six Azure
Resource Manager (ARM) virtual machines (VMs) that support
development. The development team uses Azure SQL databases and
Azure Queues for application storage. All Azure resources are
grouped within a single subscription and resource group.
You need to reduce the recurring monthly Azure costs without
degrading server performance. You must minimize the
administrative effort involved.
What should you do?
A. Create an Azure Automation runbook that cycles the VMs
daily.
B. Create an Azure PowerShell script that backs up and
deprovisions all Azure SQL databases daily.
C. Create an Azure Automation runbook that compresses unused

virtual hard disk (VHD) files daily.
D. Remove the development team role from the resource group
daily.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Schedule startup and shutdown of your virtual machines using
Azure Automation. The processes you want to automate can be
done through runbooks

NEW QUESTION: 3
The nurse is teaching a client about erythema infectiosum.
Which of the following factors are not correct?
A. There is sometimes a "slapped face" appearance.
B. There is no fever.
C. There is no rash.
D. The disorder is uncommon in adults.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Fifth's disease, erythema infectiosum, is uncommon in adults.
All the other statements are correct. Safety and Infection
Control
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